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Abstract—Visible light communication (VLC) can provide high speed data transmission that could alleviate the pressure on the conventional radio frequency (RF) spectrum with the looming capacity crunch for digital communication systems. In this paper, we present experimental results of a VLC system with a data rate of 15.73 Gb/s after applying forward error correction (FEC) coding over a 1.6 m link. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is utilized to efficiently modulate four wavelengths in the visible light spectrum. Four single color low-cost commercially available light emitting diodes (LEDs) are chosen as light sources. This confirms the feasibility and readiness of VLC for high data rate communication. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with adaptive bit loading is used. The system with the available components is characterized and its parameters, such as LED driving points and OFDM signal peak-to-peak scaling factor, are optimized. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest data rate ever reported for LED-based VLC systems.

Index Terms—Light Fidelity (LiFi), Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), Visible light communication (VLC), Experimental demonstration, off-the-shelf component.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that new spectrum is required to ensure that the exponentially growing demand for mobile data traffic, which is exacerbated by the emerging machine-type communication, is met. Recent studies highlight that it will be increasingly difficult to allocate new radio frequency (RF) spectrum to future wireless services due to the limited global availability [1]. Optical wireless communication (OWC) is an alternative technology that can work as a complementary system to compensate for the limited available bandwidth in the RF spectrum. OWC is favourable because of its large available unlicensed bandwidth, immunity to electromagnetic interference, inherent security and cost-effectiveness [2]. Also, the wide availability of incoherent transmitter and receiver devices makes the simple intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) an efficient and straightforward option. Visible light communication (VLC) is a subclass of OWC that operates in the visible light spectrum (i.e., 390-700 nm), and thus, the existing illumination infrastructure can be exploited for data transmission as well. Recently, light-fidelity (LiFi) has been proposed as a fully networked bidirectional system which can work independently or cooperate with existing RF systems creating a hybrid network [3].

Different communication system structures have been adopted for VLC, in order to increase the achievable data rate and spectral efficiency [3]–[6]. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is regarded as a natural choice of modulation scheme due to its high spectral efficiency and immunity to channel frequency selectivity [7]–[9]. The relatively low bandwidth of common phosphor-coated white LEDs (i.e., several MHz) causes a significant limit on the achievable data rate [10]. This limitation originates from the slow response of the yellow phosphor coating. Therefore, several single color LEDs of much larger bandwidths can be utilized for both communication and illumination. A combination of three or four colors can be used for both white illumination as well as high data rate wireless communication. This is referred to as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), where each single color LED can be modulated independently. As a result, parallel data streams can be transmitted leading to a high communication data rate as the data rate scales linearly with the number of devices.

Over the past few years several giga-bit-per-second experimental WDM-VLC demonstrations have been reported [11]. Laser-based experiments have shown achievable data rates up to 25 Gb/s for underwater VLC [12]–[16]. However, laser-based VLC requires consideration of eye-safety and the required power reduction may significantly reduce the achievable data rates. To the best of our knowledge the highest achieved “eye-safe” data-rate is 8.8 Gb/s over 50 cm [17]. On the other hand, eye-safety is not an issue in LED-based VLC, but the available bandwidth and optical power are much smaller in LEDs. Data rates up to 7.36 Gb/s are reported with custom-made micro-sized Gallium Nitride (GaN) LEDs (µLEDs) as the light source [18], [19]. µLEDs have much higher bandwidth but lower output optical power compared to commercially available LEDs. The combination of several single color LEDs/µLEDs with WDM has enabled data rates up to 10.7 Gb/s [20]–[23].

In this paper a record data rate of 15.73 Gb/s is reported using available inexpensive off-the-shelf LEDs at a price of less than 50 US cents ($0.50). We demonstrated that through careful system design, high data rates are achievable utilizing only off-the-shelves components. In fact, the highest LED-based aggregate data rate is achieved even compared to custom-made LEDs or µLEDs. The link distance is 1.6 m. WDM is used with four LED colors, namely, red (R), green (G), blue (B) and yellow (Y). The single color beams are combined at the transmitter side (Tx) and separated at the receiver side (Rx) using three commercially available dichroic mirrors. Note that, unlike some works in the literature, such as [12], [20], data is simultaneously transmitted and received over four communication channels. Therefore, possible crosstalk between channels is included in the system, which makes it
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more close to practical applications. Moreover, OFDM with adaptive bit loading [24] is utilized to maximize the spectral efficiency of each LED. The chosen LEDs are designed for illumination rather than data communication, and thus, system parameters, such as LED bias points and signal peak-to-peak amplitude, should be carefully optimized to reduce the effect of LED non-linearity, which can significantly affect the performance of OFDM. Also, it is shown that the high bandwidth silicon optical receivers could be replaced by simple inexpensive receiver circuits to further decrease the cost. This alteration results in 7.67 Gb/s of data rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The data transmission and modulation scheme is explained in Section II-A. The experimental set-up and components used for the investigation are described in Section II-B. The experimental results are presented in Section III. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section the basics of the data transmission method and elements of the communication system are presented.

A. Data Transmission

OFDM is proved to be a spectrally efficient modulation scheme and a favourable choice in VLC [25], [26]. Among possible choices of OFDM variants for VLC, direct current biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) is chosen due to its simplicity and high spectral efficiency [3]. Since IM/DD is used in VLC, the signal should be both real and non-negative. Thus, Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the symbols of a subcarrier block \( X[k] \), where \( N_{\text{FFT}} \) is the number of subcarriers. This halves the number of available subcarriers for data transmission as \( X^*[-k] = X[N_{\text{FFT}} - k] \). Also, \( X[0] = X[N_{\text{FFT}}/2] = 0 \) because of the direct current (DC) bias. The resulting time domain signal is then clipped to avoid large values which increase the effect of nonlinearity or may damage the LED. WDM can be utilized including several visible light wavelengths that allow parallel transmission of OFDM data streams at each wavelength. Filters are used to separate signals at each wavelength. The corresponding channel model for \( i \)th wavelength can be expressed as

\[
g_i(t) = g_i(x_i(t)) + n_i(t),
\]

where \( g_i(\cdot) \) is the overall channel response including the effects of optical channel and front-end devices, \( n_i(t) \) is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) comprising all noise origins, such as thermal and shot noise. It can be assumed that \( g_i(x_i(t)) = h_i(t) * u_i(x_i(t)) \), where \( h_i(t) \) is the optical channel response and \( u_i(\cdot) \) is the nonlinear distortion of the LED [27]. It is shown that this nonlinearity distortion can be modelled as a Gaussian process [28]. Usually, the LED can be assumed to be the dominant source of nonlinearity. As it will be seen in Section II-B, the nonlinearity of photoreceivers, amplifiers and other components are negligible compared to the LED.

Different phenomena in an experimental set-up affect the overall frequency response of the communication system and make it frequency-dependent. For instance, the interference from ambient light sources or other optical wavelengths, the frequency-dependent response of front-end devices and the optical channel itself can affect the overall frequency response. Therefore, the modulation order can be selected adaptively at each subcarrier to maximize the achievable data rate at a target bit error ratio (BER) [24]. Thus, SNR estimation is required at each subcarrier prior to data transmission. The channel response and available SNR at each subcarrier, \( \text{SNR}_k \), are estimated using pilots composed of several OFDM blocks. Details of the estimation method can be found in [12]. It should be noted that the overall communication channel is considered in this SNR estimation including all the affecting phenomena, such as attenuation, noise, crosstalk and nonlinear distortion. \( M_k \)-QAM modulation format is considered where the modulation order at each subcarrier, \( M_k \), is determined by the available SNR and target BER. The BER of a \( M_k \)-QAM modulation format is approximated as [7]

\[
\text{BER} (M_k, \text{SNR}_k) \approx \frac{4 \left(1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{M_k}}\right)}{\log_2 M_k}
\]

\[
\times \sum_{l=1}^{\min(2, \sqrt{M_k})} Q \left(2l - 1\right) \sqrt{\frac{3\text{SNR}_k}{2(M_k - 1)}}
\]

where \( Q(.) \) is the Gaussian Q-function. Therefore, using the iterative algorithm for bit loading the modulation orders \( M_k \) are determined, and the overall data rate is given by [12]

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N_{\text{FFT}}} \log_2 M_k}{(N_{\text{FFT}} + N_{\text{CP}})/2B}
\]

where \( B \) is the single-sided modulation bandwidth of the system, and \( N_{\text{CP}} \) is the cyclic prefix size. It should be emphasized that after SNR estimation and adaptive bit loading, multiple OFDM blocks are transmitted through the communication channel according to the determined bit loading and the actual BER is then measured. This ensures that the overall BER of the system is below the target BER. In this paper, we consider a hard decision forward error correction coding (HD FEC) threshold of \( 3.8 \times 10^{-3} \) which imposes 7% coding overhead.

B. Experimental Set-up

In this section the details of the experimental set-up are presented. As mentioned earlier, WDM using four single color LEDs is used. WDM can be realized in different structures. For instance, only bandpass filters at the receiver side may be used for detecting each wavelength individually [21], or a combination of bandpass filters at the Rx and dichroic mirrors at the Tx may be selected [12]. In this paper, dichroic mirrors are used in both Tx and Rx because the spectrum of each single color LED is large and available narrowband bandpass filters will result in significant power loss. Dichroic mirrors are basically high-pass filters which pass wavelengths larger than a certain value and reflect shorter wavelengths. Moreover, it is possible to efficiently (i.e., with minimal loss of optical power) combine and separate all four colors using the same combination of condenser lenses and dichroic mirrors respectively at Tx and Rx.
Fig. 1: LED spectra and the transmission/reflection bands of dichroic mirrors. Inset: The picture of an individual LED [29].

Fig. 1 shows optical power spectrum of LEDs used in this experiment at their nominal driving current, which are measured in the lab, and the transmission characteristics of dichroic mirrors, which are extracted from Thorlabs datasheets. These LEDs are chosen from VLM series LEDs by Vishay Semiconductors designed for small-scale high brightness applications [29]. The model number of RGBY LEDs are L1: VLMS1500-GS08, L2: VLMTG1300-GS08, L3: VLMB1500-GS08 and L4 VLMY1500-GS08, respectively. Dimensions of LEDs are $1 \times 0.5 \times 0.35$ mm for red, blue and yellow LEDs, and $1.6 \times 0.8 \times 0.8$ mm for the green LED.

A crucial parameter of the experiment is the driving current point of each LED which determines the available signal amplitude range and the distortion caused by LED nonlinearity and clipping. Since these LEDs are manufactured for purposes other than data communication, their communication characteristics differ for each model. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the output powers of LEDs are significantly different, and for instance, the output power of the yellow LED is always small. Therefore, it is essential to carefully measure the effect of different driving points and choose the optimum one. This will be studied in the next section.

The system block diagram and pictures are shown in Fig. 3. The DCO-OFDM signal generation and analysis is performed on a computer using MATLAB. Generated signals are sent to the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG: Keysight M8195A). The sampling rate of the AWG is 16 GSa/s and the resolution of the digital-to-analog (DAC) unit of the AWG is 8 bits. Each output signal from AWG is amplified by an amplifier module (Amp: Mini-Circuits ZHL-1A-S+) and fed into Bias-Tees (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW). The Bias-Tee is used to combine the OFDM information signal with the DC bias which comes from a DC power supply. The Bias-Tee’s output is connected to the LED source. Since the half-power semiangles of LEDs are wide (i.e., about $65^\circ$ [29]), aspheric condenser lenses (A1-4: Thorlabs ACL4532) are used at Tx to collimate the output light of each LED. One dichroic mirror (M1: Thorlabs DLMP605L) is used to reflect the yellow signal while it passes the red signal. The transmission band for this mirror is 620-800 nm with a cut-off wavelength of 605 nm. Another dichroic mirror (M2: Thorlabs DLMP567L), with transmission band 584-800 nm with cut-off wavelength 567 nm, is used to reflect the green signal while it passes the other two colors. The third one, (M3: Thorlabs DMLP490L), with transmission band 505-800 nm and cut-off wavelength 490 nm, reflects the blue signal and passes the others. It should be noted that mirrors are chosen based on the measured spectrum of LEDs among commercially available dichroic mirrors.

At the receiver side at a link distance of 1.6 m, the same configuration of mirrors (M4-6) and aspheric condenser lenses (A5-8) is applied to separate each color and focus the light into the detection area of the high bandwidth positive-intrinsic-
negative (PIN) diode photo detector (PD: New Focus 1601 AC). This receiver has a 3 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz. The gain of the built-in transimpedance amplifier (TIA) is 10 V/mA. The received signal is captured by a high-speed oscilloscope (OSC: Agilent DSA90804A) and then sent back to the computer to be processed.

III. DATA TRANSMISSION RESULTS

In this section, details of the data transmission results are presented. First, the driving point for each LED is optimised. Next, the peak-to-peak scaling factor of the OFDM signal is determined. Experimental measurement results are also presented in details.

As mentioned earlier, driving points of LEDs determine achievable data rates and output optical powers. The driving point of each LED is found so that the amount of nonlinear distortion is minimized, and consequently, the available SNR for data transmission is maximized. When the driving point is selected, the OFDM signal can be scaled to fit in the linear operation region of each LED. This is performed by adjusting the maximum peak-to-peak voltage ($V_{pp}$) at the output of the AWG. Note that the signal is amplified after the AWG before being applied to LEDs. The overall gain from AWG to LEDs is about 13 dB including losses in components such as the bias-Tee.

The experimental set-up, as in Fig. 3, is used for driving point optimization. The modulation bandwidth is 1GHz, and the number of subcarries is 1024. First, the minimum possible $V_{pp}$ of the AWG, equal to 75 mV, is chosen to minimize the nonlinearity distortion of LEDs. Next, the bias current is gradually increased, and the data rate is measured using the method explained in Section II-A. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and it can be seen that each LED demonstrates different behaviour. Maximum data rates are found at $I_b = 100$ mA for RGB LEDs and $I_b = 40$ mA for the yellow LED. The bias voltages of RGBY LEDs are, respectively, 2.38 V, 3.85 V, 4.01 V, and 2.15 V. At the selected operating points of LEDs, the optimum $V_{pp}$ for each LED is also found by gradually increasing its value and measuring the data rate. The corresponding results are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The optimum values of $V_{pp}$ are 300 mV for red, blue and yellow LEDs, and 225 mV for the green LED. Therefore, the operation point of each LED is determined which results in the highest achievable data rate.

The summary of the data rate measurement results is provided in Table I. An aggregate bit rate 16.92 Gb/s is achieved which reduces to 15.73 Gb/s after removing the 7% HDFEC coding overhead. It can be seen that the BER is below the threshold of $3.8 \times 10^{-3}$ for all LEDs. The number of active subcarriers $N_{act}$ (i.e., non-zero modulation order) and the output optical power $P_{out}$ of each LED, at peak wavelength of its spectrum, is also included in Table I. The data rate for the white LED of the same series (VLMW1300-GS08) was also measured using the same procedure (a direct link and no dichroic mirror) for comparison with the aggregate data rate achieved with the WDM system. It was observed that only 3.53 Gb/s can be achieved at a BER of $1.2 \times 10^{-3}$. The measured output optical power of the white LED was 7.13 mW. This implies that while the output optical power of the white LED is 42% lower that the aggregate output optical powers of RGBY LEDs, its measured data rate is 79% lower. This confirms that utilizing WDM significantly increases the power efficiency of VLC systems.

The overall frequency responses of the system for each color are depicted in Fig. 7. The measured SNR and bit loading results are also shown in Fig. 6. Frequency responses are affected by all individual components of the communication system. For instance, the frequency response and the responsivity of the PD at each wavelength affect the overall frequency response. Moreover, the amount of the optical power reaching the receiver is a determining factor. The aspheric condenser lenses mainly contribute to the channel gain by guiding the light through the link, and thus, removing them

---

### TABLE I: THE SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P_{out}$ [mW]</th>
<th>$N_{act}$</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>$R$ [Gb/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>4.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>4.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>4.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>2.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 4: The measured data rate for different $I_b$.

Fig. 5: The measured data rate for different $V_{pp}$. 
Fig. 6: (a)-(d) The measured SNR and adaptively allocated bit to each subcarrier for RGBY LEDs respectively.

Fig. 7: The measured channel gains for four colors.

results in significant data rate loss. The optical power loss of the condenser lens material is only about 0.2 dB on average for different wavelengths. The material loss is calculated by measuring the optical power before and after the lens. Note that using alternative components with more efficient collimation properties and less power loss can potentially increase the achievable data rate. Since LEDs and dichroic mirrors are chosen from commercially available products, their spectrum is not optimally matched, and some part of the energy is lost at the mirrors. For instance, the mirror M1 in Fig. 3 passes some part of the incident light from the yellow LED which does not reach the receiver. Also, the overlapping spectra of LEDs and non-ideal transmission characteristics of mirrors, as seen in Fig. 1, may lead to crosstalk between four communication channels. In Table II, total optical powers originating from each LED that is received by all PDs in aggregate, $P_{\text{RX}}$, are shown along with the percentage of optical power captured by each PD. This is measured at the peak wavelength of the spectrum of each LED by a standard optical power sensor (Thorlabs: S121C). It is observed that a significant portion of optical power is lost due to the previously mentioned reasons by comparing values of $P_{\text{RX}}$ with total LED output powers, $P_{\text{out}}$ in Table I. However, optical powers reaching the non-corresponding PDs are indeed small. It should be noted that any potential crosstalk or power loss is included in all data rate measurements. In a separate experiment with the same link...
distance, the achievable data rate for single color transmission was measured. Each single LED was placed at the position of the red LED in Fig. 3 without any mirror. The obtained data rates where 5.13 Gb/s, 5.26 Gb/s, 5.22 Gb/s and 4.15 Gb/s corresponding to respective data rate decrease of 4%, 11%, 14%, and 30% when the full WDM system is used. We infer that if optimum mirrors were available, a potential data rate of 19.66 Gb/s could be achieved (i.e., 18.28 Gb/s after 7% HD FEC coding overhead reduction).

The communication system here can be further simplified by utilizing simple inexpensive receiver boards and low-cost commercially available PDs. The receiver board is fully designed and produced in the lab and replaces the high bandwidth PD (New Focus 1601 AC) mentioned previously. The board contains a silicon PIN diode PD (OSRAM SFH2400) followed by a TIA circuit based on an operational amplifier chip (TASM INSTRUMENTS: LMH6629). The receiver circuit is shown in Fig. 8. This circuit was developed at a cost of under 5 US Dollars ($5). The smaller bandwidth of this circuit reduces the overall useful modulation bandwidth of the system to about 300 MHz. The measured data rates and corresponding BER are presented in Table III. In total 8.24 Gb/s (7.67 Gb/s after 7% HD FEC coding overhead reduction).
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